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IN OUR 82nd YEAR

Terror Reigning
In Cuba as I Are
Kill
tre

Sixth Grade Will
Aid In Cleanup
Drive In City

Murray, Ky., Wednesday Afternoon, April 19, 1961
"Don't Know Why
They Did It" Says
Mother Of Four

Honor Roll
At Faxon Is
Released

MURRAY ROPULATION 10.100

Bonus Checks
Will Begin
Next Week

Vol. LXXXII No. 92

Jurors In Trial
Of Mrs. Lassiter
ay Be Guarded

The sixth grade classes of AusMIAMI CUPP — A pretty mother
tin School are giving Chestnut a
of four who spent the night listen"bath". On Tuesday, April 25,
ing to Havana radio broadcasts
they will cooperate with the city
heard the news she dreaded early
in City Clean Up Week. They are
today: that Fidel Castro had ex'he honor roll for the fifth ecuted her husband.
going to clean about a mile of our
By JAMES RENPIEISEN
asling .
city. from-4th- to4601-street
-"1-110
Utlitiel—Fraiss International
nThiaie why. I just—do
CI
f
put trash collected on display be- was released by Principal Frank- know why 'They did it," brunette
FRANKFORT, Ky. 1UPli — One
tween eighth and tenth on Chest- lin Jones today. In the following Mrs. Dorothy Anderson said at her week from today the first Kenlist the asterisk indicates students home
•
nut.
tucky veterans' bonus check will
here.
A committee of children and a who have been named on the
Mrs. Anderson; 38, heard on the be mailed to a Hancock County
honor
roll
for
each
six
weeks
perteacher composed of Phyllis MitHavana radio broadcast that her farmer who has spent the last
By FRANCIS L. McCARTHY
iod of the school year.
tia mobilization area in Matanzas chell, Rebecca
husband. Howard. 41. had been eight years in a iron lung.
Tarry, Eddie YoDETROIT, Mich. (UPD — Circuit pl a gued with telephone calls
United Press International
Province today, including one with ung,
Fifth
grade;
Barbara
Brooks*,
This first of a flood of bonus Judge Joseph G. Rashid suggested throughou
Bob Dunn, and Mr. Garth
executed by a firing squad at dawn
t the trial.
Premier Fidel Castro's govern- a 'U. S. pilot" aboard.
Pamela
Susan
Duncan•.
Charlotte
Petrie, met with Mayor Ellis and
along with another American and checks to follow, will go ty Wilbur today that jurors hearing the murRashid called the jury members
ment claimed its forces shot down
Jeffreys', La Tressia Mardis, PaulThe regime claimed the Ameri- received
seven Cubans accused of anti-Cas- E. Arnold. 39, of Hawesville, who der trial of Mrs. Nelle Lassiter and
his
approval
of
this
projinto his chambers individually to
four rebel planes on a bombing can pilot was killed.
ette Morris*, Paula Smith. Sherry
will receive the full maximum Gordon Watson be locked up in a
ect. He promised cooperation of a
tro activities.
discuss the possibility of keeping
mission over a government miliA communique broadcast over city
Williams*, Patricia Wilson, and
police car and the city clean
She heard the newt not long benefit of $500 as a result of his downtown Detroit hotel for the them
Vickie Greenfield.
the emergency national radio netin a downtown hotel until
up truck.
after making an 11th hour appeal 37 months of overseas service with duration of the trial. ,
the trial ends.
work identified the American pilot
Sixth grade: Carroll Killius,
The Chairman of the Chamber
for her popular and well known the 886th Chemical Company in
Rashid presented the motion to
Graydon Thompson, Glen Chaney,
as Leo Francis Berlitz, of 100 NasThe judge said he also was
of Commerce, James Johnson exhusband in a broadcast beamed World War II.
the prosecution and defense when considering holding Saturday sesLarry Jones, Gars: Turner, Larry
sau St. Boston, Mass.
Informed that he would receive one juror, Alger S. Stedman, told
at Cuba over a Miami radio stapressed his appreciation of the
Ragsdale. Sandra Lovett, Mary
The communique said the planes school children's
the first check. Arnold express- the court he had received a num- sions in order to expedite the
tion.
enthusiasm and Rose Wells, Milyne
bombed the "civilian population" work.
Cathey, Maried
what undoubtedly will be the ber of telephone calls from cranks trial, which is expected to last
She
called on "freedom -loving
lyn Cunningham.
in the area of the former U. S.Cubans to do what you can to sentiments of thousands of other and well wishers Tuesday night four to six weeks.
This project came about through
Seventh grade: Wilma Hale*, AlThe reported telephone calls to
owned Australia sugar mill in Ma- an appeal
veterans - "We can certainly use after he was picked on the
help "Andy".
of Governor Combs for lan Jeffrey',
jury.
Stedman and legal wrangling of
tanzas Province. But this area pre- the
Deborah Elkins', Pa"Do what you can for him be- it."
school people to help make tricia Turner,
A
jury
11
of
Earnest Vadeau Elkins, age 44, viously has been identified
men
and
three seating of witnesses in the court
Wanda Duncan, Cyn- cause of his
in Cas- Kentucky a cleaner,
Since he was stricken by polio in women was sworn
mother and his chilgreener, and thia Greenfield, Kim Eddie
died unexpectedly at the Murray tro regime broadcasts
in by Rashid room during the trial delayed opa
Pen- dren. and wife who loves him." June of1953 Arnold has eked out
as a mobili- a more beautiful
place in which to nington, Denise Outland.
Tuesday afternoon to decide whe- ening statements
Hospital yesterday at 6:00 p. m. zation area for his
by the prosecumilitia.
Gary Cuban-born Mrs. Anderson said a living for his wife and two boys
live and visit.
ther charges were true that Mrs. tion and defense.
arlis death followed a short illness
Wilkinson ,Wanda Prescott.
Night
only
of
with
T.
the
dramatical
help
Veterans
of
ly
in
The
Spanish
late
sixth
Tuesgrade
children of A.
7Ind was attributed to a heart atLassiter and Watson plotted the
Eighth grade: Marilyn Parrish*,
Joseph W. Louisell, attorney for
day night. She had learned her Administration benefits, and some April 1959 slaying of -Mrs.
The claim of downing the four B. Austin with the approval of Bill Steele', Carolyn Cunningh
tack.
Las- the 39-year old Mrs. Lassiter. askam, husband had been condemned to payments fromthe March of Dimes
the
principal,
Dennis Taylor, ex- Kathleen Killius, Anneda
Mr. Elkins was well known in liberation force aircraft came at
Morris, the firing squad after a Castro organization for medical expenses. siter's husband and hired assassins ed that all witnesses be barred
Murray and Calloway County hav- midmorning. During the night pressed their desire to make a Sharon Walston, Brenda
to kill Parvin (Bill) Lassiter.
from the courtroom except when
Williams, court trial-but she hoped some'Eligible for the bonus are Kenpersonal
contribution and an ap- Frances Wells.
ing been associated with the auto Castro turned loose a wave of
The names of the jurors were they were testifying.
tucky
veterans
of
how
to
the
save
Spanish
his
life.
peal
to
the people of Murray to do
body repair business for several terror throughout Cuba in an efprinted in Detroit newspapers and
Rashid agreed to- bar the witThe other American executed American 'War. World War 1 and Rashid expressed
years. He was a veteran of World fort to keep the invasion from set- their part in keeping Kentucky
concern th a t nesses except for two state police
today was Angus McNair Jr., 25, 11, and the Korean War, — or, in members
clean.
ting off an internal uprising.
War U.
of
the
jury
might
be
officers who worked on the case
who lived in Coral Gables. His many cases their survivors.
Some of the committee doing
Two Americans and seven CuHe is survived by his wife, Mrs.
'from the time Lassiter's body was
Altogether, before the last claim
father, a retired accountant left
Mary Brown Elkins. 709 Story bans were executed by firing special work are the sign comfound on a private estate near
town with the boy's mother Tues- is paid years from now, the bonus
Avenue. his father and mother; squads, and there were mass ar- mittee composed of Sharon BoWillow Run Airport two years
day night, not knowing that his is expected to cost the Commonand Mrs. Rome Elkins, 423 rests of Cubans, U. S. citizens and gard, Claudette Cook, Karin Olila,
ago.
Kay Pinkly, Linda Ryan; display
South Eighth Street. one son, Earn- cther foreign nationals.
We know that books create new son's execution had been ordered wealth of Kentucky — meaning
Louisell also complained about
her taxpayers — more than $300
The broadcast communique said committee composed of: Jimmie interests, collect new friends, re- for today
est Dwain Elkins, 709 Story. three
the smallness of the courtroom
million.
sisters: Mrs. George DuBois, Eva, Serials plane was brought down Dan Robinson, Steve Bell, Tommy tain old ones support us in loneand suggested that the trial be
By MARGARET A. KILGORE
Stacked high in the treasurer's
Alabama; Mrs. Edwin Robinson of by anti-aircraft fire. It said he Williams, Bill Hart, and Hoist liness, compose our cares, chasten
held at the Old County Building,
office are file boxes full of crypUnited Press International
Murray, and Mrs. William Colburn was identified from papers found Scott.
our passions, help us to forget
tically punched little cards that
NEWARK, N. J. (811) — Former but Rashid said It would not be
Millions of dollars are spent on the rough places, point us to highof Calvert City, and one brother, on his body.
activate the check-writing machines. Labor Secretary James P Mitch- possible to change the site.
The announcement said Berlitz cleaning parks and highways an- er achievements, assist us in givBeauron H Elkins of Murray route
All that is needed now to set ell swept to the Republican guberSelection of the jury took two
had pilot's license No. 80323-IM, nually. This money could have ing instruction to youth, and help
those machines whirring and.slick- natorial nomination today on a days.
Funeral services will be held which was due to expire Dec. 24, been spent bailding highways and us 4„vgjef.4batal &imbibee and pro•uag are these few steps:
Sixty - five prospective jurors
wave of personal popularity that
at the Max Churchill Chapel at 1982 It said his Social Security parks. Please dont be a litter-bug ductivity. In fact, books touch life
1. Delivery of the bonds and could carry the GOP back into were examined in al/. Twelve were
2:00 p. m Thursday and burial will number was 014-076921. It added when you could be enjoying the in every phase of human expercollection of payment, scheduled executive power in New Jersey excused for cause after they adin the Elm Grove Cemetery. he was five feet six inches tall. conveniences of a modern high- ience.
for next Tuesday;
for the first time in eight years. mitted forming an opinion in the
"This is one of four enemy air- way and a green park. Thousands
v.R J Burpoe will conduct the
This LIBRARY WEEK a visit to
2. Signing of the pay-out warNational Republican leaders were case, another 39 were dismissed
craft shot down this morning." the of people are killed or injured the new location on North
rites.
Sixth
rants by state Commissioner of jubilant over Mitchell's 45.000-vote on pre-emptory challenges.
The Max Churhcill Funeral Home broadcast said, adding that this each year from dodging litter on Street is a revelation. It reveals Dr. William Pogue was elected Finance
Robert F. Matthews Jr.; victory ofer two strong opponents
Both Mrs. Lassiter and Watson
has charge of arrangements where "proved" United States participa- our highways.
the interest of dedicated women president of the Murray Junior
3. Signing of the checks by Mrs. in his first try at an elective of- appeared interested, but relaxed,
tion in the invasion of rebel forces
friends may call.
Phyllis Mitchell to the cultural life of the com- Chamber of Commerce last night Stovall.
fice. Former Vice President Rich- during the examination of jurors.
who hold a beachhead in south
munity. It also shows alertness to at the regularly scheduled elecRebecca Tarry
The state treasure will sign ard M. Nixon immediately offered
The only time Mrs. Lassiter
central Cuba
the educational advantages to be tion meeting
Arnold's check personally. T h e his campaign services and Mitch- showed any emotion was in the
Play Marching Song
gained by capitalizing on the availOther members of the new club thousands that follow will
be sign- ell indicated that former President closing minutes of the session,
The communique was preceded
able means the state has to offer administration are Internal Viceed with her facsimibe signature Eisenhower also would campaign when Asst. Wayne County Proseby a record playing the revolm
by way of library aid. These wo- president Gene Landoll: External
the
machines.
by
in his behalf this fall.
cutor George Kent asked the judge
tionary marching song as a sigmen are determined to utilize all Vice-president Jack E. Davenport;
Mail boxes will be closely watchMitchell gave credit to "Eisen- ,to endorse Mrs. Lassiter's brothernal for Cuba's 100-odd stations to
A base-stealing Calloway Coun- resources which can be had thro- Secretary, Bob McDowell; Treas- ed at thousands
Murray College High will send
of Kentucky homes hower Repuhlicanism" for his win. in-law George W. Wood of Trenfour students a n d two faculty join in the national network for ty High School squad scored a 9-4 ugh organization and the demon- urer, Captain FA Kingery The in the next few weeks and months. lie said the vote
showed the Amer- ton. Mich., as a witness.
"official statement number three." victory over
board of directors is composed of
members to the National Forensic
the host Cuba Cubs stration of interest.
ican people were still willing to
The communique concluded by yesterday. The
Kent said Wood would testify
The equipment and number of Captain Jack Biggerstaff. Jim Irmeets to be held April 13. 14 and
Lakers got sound
buy the "progressive, forward look "to threats on the life of Mr. Lassaying:
hitting and strong arm pitching in volumes are, Of COME`, limited for by. 0. J. Jennings, Nat Green and
15 in Lexington and Frankfort.
that characterized the Eisenhower siter by Mrs. Lassiter."
"Victory to the revolution . . . wrapping up
Wilson Gantt, Director, and Don
the win with an the time being. The need is ap- Dr. J. D. Outland.
years."
victory for the revolutionary gov- early lead.
T h e pretty grandmother rose
parent, the opportunities for renVisitors at the meeting were
"Dace, social science teacher, will
Mitchell, who had little organi- from her seat to protest, but apernment is a matter of hours."
&king
service
First
are
District
Ronnie
unlimited
Vice-Pres
, and
ident elect
Roberts and Dan Pataccompany two debate teams to
zational
support,
beat
off
a deter- parently changed her mind.
Castro's internal policing appa- terson divided
mound duties for the reputation for community con- C. D. Jones, State Vice-president
the Lexington meet.
.
mined bid by State Sens. Walter
ratus went into action as the CuJudge Rashid endorsed Wood
Calloway in limiting the Cubs to cern for its cultural emphasis is Richard Thompson. and president
Debaters Vernon Gantt. a junior ban
Jones
H.
and
Wayne
Dumont. In along with James Smith, a Beverwar started blowing up into only
two hits. The Lakers who at stake Those of us in attendance of the Fulton Junior Chamber of
and Charles Eldridge, a senior, a major
the
November
showdown he faces ly Hills. Mich., police officer who
engagement just 90 miles committed only
one error, stale 15 at Open House sensed a need and Commerce Jimmy Young, all of
Mike up one team. The other is from
the coast of the United bases
The Murray State Band will former Superior Court Judge Rich- received a "missing person" rea challenge. Our first reaction was Fulton, Kentucky.
during the game.
composed of Don Oliver and Dan- States.
present a special concert for the ard J. Hughes. who won the Demo- port on her husband from Mrs.
Larry G il be r t, centerfielder, its desirability and, con-currently,
ny Kemp, both sophomores.
Castro forces attacked invading
children of Calloway County's cratic nomination overwhelmingly. Lassiter.
stole five of the bases and came the inadequacy. Here, we said, was
On Saturday these four stud- revolutionaries
With 4.307 of 4.395 election diselementary schools tom or row
Tuesday with •Mig through with some
an opportunity for every patriotic
They were only two of the dozents and their sponsors will attend jets and
timely hitting
tanks. The invaders struck with
morning at 9:30 in the College tricts reported. Mitchell had 200.- ens of witnesses who are expected
two singles in three times organization, every civic-minded inthe NFL State Student Congress in back by
677 votes to 156.504 for Jones and to take the stand during
bombing two Cuban air at bat.
Auditorium.
the trial,
Roberts, the pitcher, had stitution, every social club, every
Frank fort.
fields. including the one at Camp
The program, which will be 93.031 for Dumont. Hughes troun- which may last several weeks.
MEMPHIS, Tenn. (ITT — Paratwo for four, a double and a triple. religious society and every indusCharles Eldridge and Vernon Liberty outside
ced
Weldon
Sheets.
R.
Essex
CounHavana Tuesday
Among those testifying for the
Roberts has now had two home trial agency to make a contribu- trooper bandsmen of the 101st directed by Prof. Paul W. Shahan, ty supervisor, by a vote
Gantt will be members of the night.
of 210.runs, a double, and a triple in nine tion. The book files had many Airborne Division. Ft. Campbell. is co-sponsored by the Murray 815 to 17,220 with 4.151 districts prosecution will be Richard Jones,
Senate. Don Oliver and Danny
Havana's Radio Rebelde announ28, Roy Hicks. 38, and Charles
trips to the plate. Gilbert has con- fictional volumes, but the non- Ky., provided the music today for Woman's Club and the fine arts reported.
Kemp will ha v e seats in the ced that Angus McNair.
of Coral
fiction such as science drama, in- "This is Your Army — 1961," the department of Murray State.
N a s h. 42. all of Chattanooga.
Flouse.
Gables, Fla.. and Howard Ander- nected on four of his seven times
(Continued on Page 3)
Each year the band, orchestra,
Tenn.. who are already serving
Army's mobile display here. The
'•
son, of Yakima. Wash., were exe- up.
exhibit presents displays from the and choir each give one concert
life terms for the actual shooting
Calloway played a total of 18
cuted at dawn along with seven
Army's seven technical services especially planned for the musical
of Lassiter near the Willow Thin
men
in
the
game
sending
in
a
Cubans.
and the Chaplain and Military Po- education of the county's school
Airport In April, 1959. They were
second
squad
in
the
fifth
inning.
Anderson was about 45. He servchildren.
lice Corps.
found guilty of second degree
Cuba
broke
the
ice
with
a
two
ed in the U. S Marine Corps and
In past years Mr. Shahan has
4-murder last year.
had served in Cuba with Ameri- run spurt in tie first inning. The
Mr. and Mrs. Wes Krueger, opPADUCAH. Ky. 1-1,11 — Fed- discussed with the audiences the
Mrs. Lassiter and Watson are
Lakers
soared
out
front
with
six erators
can forces in World War IL He
Owlies Prow Iivosarvieetelowt
functions
eral
of
of the Collegiate RestaurJudge Roy M. Shelbourne
the composer and of
A large number of candidates charged with plotting Lassiter's
was commander of Havana's Amer- runs in the top of the second, ant are planning
conductor
sentenced
the
and how they re- were
three young Ft. C•mpa series of dinpresent last night at a special murder with the three men.
ican Legion Post until it was dis- picked up two in the fif,h and ners with an
international flavor, bell soldiers to 3 month probe,- late themselves and their art to open house for candidate
Western Kentucky — Fair and
The co-defendants, who have
s at the
solved after Castro took over. He added another in the sixth. Cuba beginning tomorrow
the music. This performance be
(Contmued on Page 3)
mer today and tonight, high
night. Their
Murray-Calloway County Library. admitted an extra-marital love afoperated a chain of service sta- scored lone runs in both the third first will be an
plans to emphasite the relation to
Italian dinner, to
ay near 70. low tonight upper
Several other citizens who failed to fair, remained within whispering
tions in Cuba for several years, and sixth innings.
the music of the audience and its
. Thursday increasing cloudiness
Calloway will meet North Mar- be followed by menus from other
attend the open house on Monday distance of each otlyr during the
foreign lands to be offered each
reactions.
a little warmer.
examination of the jurors but did(Continued on Page 3)
shall Friday.
night were also visitors.
Thursday night. The waitresses
The special program will feature
Candidates for all the local of- n't speak or show any sign of
will be dressed in the costumes
such pieces as the "Triumphal
fices and State Representative were recognition.
of the related country.
Mike Rayburn, son of County Match" from "Peter and the Wolf" present at the open house.
Mrs. Lassiter was accompanied
Mr. Krueger was formerly as- Judge and Mrs. Waylon Rayburn by Serge Prokofieff. It will be
The visitors were shown through to the court by her sister, Mrs.
sistant chef at Henrici's in St. Was named treasurer of Kappa narrated by Howard Potter, junior
the library by members of the Mildred Ward of Murray, Ky.,
Mask Ocsas
Louis and comes to Murray from Psi fraternity at the University of from La Porte, Ind.
board and were served coffee and originally her home.
Stacey's Restaurant in Paducah Tennessee School of Pharmacy at
The band will also present the cookies.
Watson. who presently lives at
where, as head of chef, he was re- 'Memphis, Tennessee.
"Mother Goose Suite" by Maurice
Candidates were offered the op- Culver City. Calif.. was accomsponsible for planning and preYoung Rayburn will be employ- Ravel, Leonard Bernstein's "West portunity to "vote"
on how they panied by his wife, Nell. a slight,
paring a similiar series of dinners est at Wallis Drug Store this sum- Side Story," and "Holiday in
felt about the library and its facili- soft-spoken woman with greying
which were enthusiastically receiv- mer during his vacation.
Spain," recently published by Prof. ties in
hair.
the future.
eci there.
Shahan.
Watson was suffering from a
Mrs. John Pawn and Mrs. Ben
'Mrs. Krueger was connected with
MEET THURSDAY
Trevathan greeted guests at the slight cold, which he blamed on
restaurants at the Sheraton -JefThe
Wadesboro
homemakers
door and other ladies showed them his return to the damp Michigan
ferson and Chase-Park Plaza Hotels Club will meet Thursday at 1:00
throughout the library. Mrs. Alma climate.
Caribbean Sea
in St. Louis for a number of years. p. m. at the home of Mrs. Herman
Tracy and Mrs. George Hart pourAt the conclusion of Tuesday's
They have one child, Ronnie, age Ilan ley.
ed coffee and served the cookies. session the prosecution and de10 and are making their home at
Hazel
W.
0.
W.
Camp 138 will
Most of the candidates praised fense joined in requesting a
-GUANTANAMO:
--=
=--41406 Poplar.
att
PTA TO MEET
meet Thursday night at 7:30 in the work of the library board and
urtrreos
itwuntasr neo
rhotamndg
a et hiant cto
n utrht
he
-(U.S. NAVY BASE)
The Lynn Grove PTA will meet the Woodmen Hall according to the progress made
by the public grounds
PACK TO MEET
Thursday night at 7:00 o'clock. Tom.Scruggs. Camp Secretary.
INVASION POINT—Arrow indicates Cochin* Bay, In Matanzas Province, one of the mkill
library.
room is ton small to conduct the
Pack 45 will meet Monday even- The Eighth grade is in charge of
nding points of Invasion forces In Cuba. Ona of the principal areas of anti-Castro
An initiation of new members
The public is invited to see the trial properly.
ing
at
7
30
o'clock
at
the
rebel activity has been in Las Villas Province direcUy eastward.
the
program
Murray
under
the direction has been planned and members are library this week during National
(Central Preaa/,
The matter was taken under
High School Auditorium.
of Mrs. Otis Patton.
requested to attend.
Library Week.
consideration.

Earnest Elkins
Dies Tuesday

( Letter to the Editor

Mitchell Wins
GOP Nomination

or.

William Pogue
Elected As
JayCee Head

t

Several To Attend
Forensic Meeting

Calloway High
Wins Over Cuba

Band To Play
For Children

Kentucky News
Briefs

J

Weather
Report

Candidates Are
Visitors At Open
House Yesterday

International
Dinners Featured

Mike Rayburn Is
Fraternity Officer

r
k

45

I

Hazel WOW Camp
Meets Thursday

This Is National Library Week-Visit Your Library This Week, Get Acquainted With This Service
•
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CASTRO MUST RE

SECRETARY

RUNS

Cuba

blood

tunctay, but the inernory of Hungary

for naillions of Americans to speculate on
b,ain

1)111C`•uff

OUT ShQT

is too

a similar
t

Castro rebellion fails.
Theretre it is not surprising that both of these high
ofw.
goicwww It expresSeil,. passionate sympw
Ice- the Cuban ro w.la who are risking their lives
:to

.1 OW tiff the dictat.w.s

()Lir interest in the Island

13..w . will,- is too great to swe their efforts fail if there is
It
legalb
.C1 L lagWlf it.
.A..,iators of CastioW. o,i
e s III) defected and bomb-

ru ss :k-end

thcw own airficl,l,
iwcicrto

RLLsWaii

ciestww

cr.. • w a

plants

and are still in their
Thiwwleit they had to strike
regime that duable-crOsSed
witIt the Soviet Union.
ts ith

-

said they did

AR; jet fighter

MIG

fighter

1.ault5e5 of -011-1erisis. and in

wt

so;,11•!ed

goyview
by Fidel Castro

1:1.W.cd

States

lienrik Wallgren. a youzig Finnish 'zoalagist and physiologist,
is no expert on sociology, so all
he does is pose the question:
„aWaw has Finland more alcoholics than, for example. France?*
Using some data gathered by
By A. E. PEDERSEN JR.
other researchers and some he
railed Pre-... Iwteirklailiak..1
dug up himself. Wallgren comes
HELSINKI Ilfee - A sociologist up with a theory of his own:
the
unusual
might
vvith a bent for
study the phenomenon that makes "The greater :he percentage uf
Finland both the most teetoling hard liquor in the total amount
and the most hard drinking count- cunsumed, the greater the alcoholism rate in comparison with
ry in Europe.
With a per-capita consumption total consumption."
of 25 liters, or just under tnrese
And Finland's liquid diet is
quarts. of alcohol per year. Fin- more than three-fourths hard
!and consumes less than any other liquor.
country in Western Europe.
Bat in proportion to the actual
Using awne f!wires compiled
amount consumed. Fipland turns for his study. "Some Social and
a: moiw alcoholics .than any Cultural Aspects of Alcoholism,"
Jnner w•untry on the continent.
published by the Canadian Psy-

Finland -Presents
Paradox In Its
Drinking Habits

forces.
*

by the
aalisw trie fighter planes, as
it t
.ind ammunition, were
.ww •4.:ii,nst his fellowot' la inw attacked

• .:..
.
wititaiha t
Cliai toy
Jaw

11.1:41.

Wi •

.11

* *
.

_4-•err

* * *

* * *

PAUL HORGAN'S
GREAT HISTORICAL
NOVEL

where, as wcit -w `!'!:r•-lw tit thOusands in Cuba
who are squirn.iny
ae•
tw,ni under his heels.
1";:th promises by r
haw lur own president. seew.tary of state and
Nations delegate not to inr-ene in Cuba we arc far m.we concerned over what
Soviet Union might do
it. Former President
the day he left office
the Monroe •Doctrine, under
aw l v. t sincertiy hope that's
at•uat it.

chiatrical

Association. .Wallgren
noted that drinking-habits vary
greatly from country to country.
France. with a per capital consumption of some 17 liters (ol!mat 18 quarts) of alcohol annally. does about two-thirds of
its drinking from the wine bottle. The average Italian drinks
little more than half of the amount
the Frenchman coastlines, and
drinks an even greater percentage
of wine. The Belgian drinks about
7.5 liters of alcohol a year. according to these figures, and beer
makes up about 90 per cent of
the liquid diet.
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h' ' 1.
Fairway. He is a good soldier! e'
IT •
...!ried the and tremendous on the trail." .1 Lae tia. e twon eeia t ... Crewe
But she shuddered invitingly.1 the last atinwee.1 Yards tie thaw
rew of. Waterturd giessware
; the steamer [Wand Quern at and in satisfaction he had to'new home in Quarters 4.
The wagon stoppei ani he
Teledo Without any direct (Lis- comfort her.
...swan of toe matter, she hadi At Driscall, Arizona. they had jumped out. ,
"Come, Laura darling!"
ahiwited the fiction that if . to wait two clays for the escort,
He held his arias up for tww.
see would it new her new bus- . and then left early in the mornband would gallantly carry the ing overland. She paw stinua She came down and they stood
bee fur tier, but that it was she on the desert. By noon they for a moment leaking Lt.tit.ir
aiwa. who couli be trusted to . were in a baking wilderness. bowie with its door open iwwn
eandle au fragile an affair as, The party crossed, one after dense shade within. bruaen only
a dozen Waterford glasses esith another, flatlands outlined by by a brilliant square of yeLitt ee
ist, Wole and Russia sends in.
sky in the winaw ()ppm:Le ito
Voir dcearaer. Matthew was: far mountains.
Wits. a. Nikita Khrushchev has
gwiwful fw her device. for INS It was an empty yellow eve- entranee.
"It isn't much." he raid, as
.t-,..sten.t..litiniswiiere may be in
tied sorrowed deeply over hav- ning when they pulled up before
the headquarters of Fort De- If to take her thought near
ing spoken roughly to her.
a a,ale naier experienced
Whenever they rock on cob- livery. Any arrival at the fort from her and rob it of pooer to
w.ere may not be enough
b'estones she field the box on was an event for the garrison: hurt
"Its eulorables' she 21.'1 awl
Tfantalaw 1w erowded- railway but one wheek brought llama _a
earth
Thrm a rewpunshe held it again. In • popular officer arid his bride turned quickly to take up ter
caacties
.t.se•
sse
Le ill hair another
Louis tier pride came. upon ' was tremendous. Matthew saw box of glassware from the eelmaw. ' oll-towe I-lands- that will
i.n extra -dimension of pleasure. all his friends the officers and on seat. Holding it, and mewing
With time to kill before taking their wives, most of the troop, as though to take a fateful rep.
a,o1 ru kct
t- nit':.r advantage
the train for the West. they ,including his entire platoon.- she istarted to the name a few
;,Lwered sub• elitd amor.c shape, and at Lin- ' gathered between the main gate feet away. Matthew took af r
0..in the next
g .ntalter s she wee sure enough and the commanding officer's her. Ile fetched tar up. t ,e
of Matthew by then to risk a steps He saw them in a hot and all, to carry tier our WL3
tiange roes toeoc and share a blur, and he waved when tmw threshold.
n
in the yew' ev
At that insent
acg;wetwi thin with cheers He
(ii -'ruvery
-1•• •.,11.•,i
-Look, there is my same Via- vaulted from the wagon and,opposite appeared a wad cie.an
;Laura steppe- I down into his in the strong last dayl'et.
• ,
ltu-sian
1
It was an Apache Int::
f"
ere'saw a sample of a de- arms He brouwiat her to the
terH
I r...
;
r -trawal ;did bombtwo feathers in his ht.:.
canter awl one goblet. marked: Prea'etue
•
"Weletene home, Matt." said a silent shriek on his face, et./
Imported Irons England
,. •
A,10 a power
Hiram. and to Laura, -we're made violent gestures with 0:s
Very Special
1)k' V.I.!
an be at
prowl of you. Mrs. Bazar!, for arms as he bobbed up aril twee
D,'wet,r ond Doz. Glass.,
c5, ‘.1thout
coming all the way out here to In the window frame.
es en a
;;.; 1S5
Laura cried out in terror.
.in us. This is my wife.'
wice1„1-o1d• rs Only
In
!.
E.w.nedy,
:1
She threw her arn.• 70
-atv dear!" said Jessica. holdAllow Sir Months
,t to inter.
-Yes.- he sa.d. 'well, week ing Laura's hands. "I am so her husaancTs neck. It :.
r
after next, you'll see ray. Penn- very glad to see you." She drew crashed to the hat ii r.. ,1 r
i
of a It, •
iwivasiii tin cups and plates:' !Aura to her and kissed her with the sound
, ,w
"You'll be proud enough when cheek. "We love Matthew. and breaking pieces of pw...,
know we are going to love Imported glass. With it re
, we entertain anti use my fine
you' She turned to those stand- eta° lay finally shattered. : e •
glass.s!"
; Before they bearded their last ing next in line. "Here are Cap- sobbed against Matthew's bre.: .,
Ledger & Times F
train fur the long ride to Ara tain anti Mrs. Gray, our euraeon and he caressed her dearly. hat
to save his life he could not
zana be telegraphed to Driscoll., and his wife.
Flint,
Captain Cray shook hinds help the laughter that roared
an the main line west in the
lost
Territory, to have a message re- 1 with a bristling eowl, for fear out of him.
It Wa.3 many reinutee b a •
' laved to the fort, asking for an,of being thought tenth whearted
iw•ague at
over beautiful young women he saw her sot-wide into w , i
awned escort to meet them
•;ww......! + raining.
lie felt a curious eagerness just wed. Mrs Cray said. "Ced- good sense. When at last sae
•Ll
grasp the fact that
to get bat.k to Fort Delis ery. ric and I are so glad. -De you was able to
is in
liewtwer primitive tbe mate- 1 play whist? Here are the Main- the Apache at the window was
I.' L.A.ww at
wale it would be a matter of rwrinrw. Ted and Kitty, your 'only Lieutenant Hazard a liehen
scout. Joe Dummy, who had
, in .maliing a arwtatoor neigithors."
rag
d
r,cuenp,.. ,
J..o tLube
.- from
jier love haa. 1 Teddy made a lawn:aline come to make her wwleinw in
conseaiew w, 81,,, •
witiiwit knowing it. blessed hiin lunge of geniality are! shook ads way. ;he
,,,,n The
fcwira's hand with a reurteered his hand, a i,.; h caw • .t -. t
Wier
ffis
of
forgiveness
with
••! Ben . -t
w ..
troublel infidelity. It waa"JyYN -ivor.1 His wife put her two to hr sic-h-i' i..,. .•. el.i..:, e
almost irepessible for him to bee, thin hands togeth;•r at Least door cif
home of
I:twe that he had made love to twat awl with brightness in her clapped hint on tile back ..... I
_!!, death
y; a said, "Ph. 'reel:. she is! thanked ham fur hia keel a.,
Kitty alainwaring. She was new
a figure no impersonal to hi:n I t, 1,1 eau ishe would be She• lions.
When J a 5., a7 www. Ma'W et
aral on tie, lit word
.teat he .cold look forwent to F,.
m.7";LY into s drY, knelt din to talie up the
rw,Wrig her again with no her
vereckatee a ttw box.
hisww•
• el ii.
owndr.-w uf any sort.
Later that n01.,
Lair CUISI
It was wonde'rf ul tii tt.ink
i.4 very kept turowif warao• wItit• ria
,
thlt nw.4w again in hi M
• w u it Id he have to entrwlain wwl cit you All to ttu-n out far Willi certain th:,t Laura 1.-11
of any other woman ,us." Ii- awed Luward the troop. fallen asleep Moving then v it ii
bed nail 1,„w
Ii t haiti 4. ,.. or week te forget gather,/ loosely in a little care he left the
erevel. at. I waved bah arms his way around to the .other
his own (iron; of love
Ii,' took her in his armr to them They reepondal with side of the two slibilawelat nutty
••-kill
diaialereti yell of good will. blanket, which divid -d ta:
ewe
to the weerwiwaning
wwthw a
e t., go:v. which weed is jessica leescutt moved the tab- Mom At histable he
candle and at deceit
, lewi into dismissal.
iww..a;wil only by taking..
lie addreseed a letter to Lin"Niatthew, Lake 3-our Laura
,
p woil forever." he mile•• FCP
Ito your quarters. She win want sentences-4n W Loma an ! ,
-I'cotiwt you."
b glIn 'to sic' her own place !:rat of ceeded to order a set of w.,0
o
tm
heentthouy
It, sod catch few inwith. I'm dozen glasses and dt:.:anter of
3. little supper down to Waterford ware.
we'see any Indians?'' N.•11
-- ,11 Iwth in your piwe. and we
'1 1.4-' not."
n'-vs
DI•toirblng
ws n o W.•j
the' are all dreadful." u1.111 :we each ether: all of us"
,,1 to the Matthew at hetedetiarteee -1.d
t
sral!Wriirvl wren
he seal, " o.
• Aj, elle sweats in hew :naiblis !Wines las or Fort Isom has a wirprise for him.
W. ;melees nait to be seemliest before they can enar the
Continue the stary tomorrow.
, aline as ailed Joe ,Delivery --"in the morning."
imurt building. They are searched in thee. cubicles !wpm&
C'a^
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Duncan siwagted that Congtess

esntury has displayed a marked take steps to "guarantee morge
faydrilawn .teaveed the Methodist 'equity in the selection of chap!
4tris” py_ rotating _ the_ cifS..,
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Two of the nation's largest relibuying gold coins. The dealers sell
them Irian stock or buy them gious groups - the Roman Cathabroad and charge a fee or corn- plies and the Lutherans - have
had one chaplain each. The Catholic chaplain served for a single
mission,The
wIng slateraturs nt
one such dealer urges people to
Althot
1219
ghYed
Ra
"
pt-a
isg6
ts hadegeteUtilbuy gold coins on the assumption Yerr.
that eventually the United States ber of chaplains serving Congress
will have to raise the price it pays in the early days of the republic,'
last . roaresaaeative seait.
for wild, $35 an teepee since 1933. their
in lit3.morethan a century ago,
Such a step is unlikely for far chosen
into the future..

TONITE & THURSDAY
was nominated for

5 Academy Awards!
Dee

•

.1gRe •
gfPriamf
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The lone Lutheran served in
This is the opinion of experts
both in and out of the govern- the Senate in 11/86.
ment. It is the policy of President
The Disciples of Christ and We.
Kennedy who pledged himself and Unicersalists
also have had out
the full resources of the United chaplain
Other denomina•
States to maintain the $35 gold tins haveeach.
never had a congresprice.
sional

An American citizen who wants
Perhaps
Wallgren
theorizes, to speculate on such a poesibility
et, igrapny and climate play some cannot buy bar gold from the
role. since Finland, Sweden and U.S.1Treasury or any other source.
Norway. in that order are Eu- Such purchase er ownership is
repe's biggest consumers of hard PaShibitcst tinder- the law, In Janliquor.
uary; former President Eisenhower
extended the ban to include gold
outside this country as well as
gold within the United States.

**********

the L;nited States

1

The all-time record is held by
the Rev. James Shera MontgomBy LOUIS CASSELS
ery, a Methodist, who served for
imamate...1
1 Oiled
WASHINGTON ar,- In choos- 29 years.
ing chaplains for the House and

HELD MIER

ELECTRIC SIAN
IT-An eye-catcher at the fifth International Automobile Show in
New York's Coliseum is Ulu mockup of a Simca Fulgur, controlled by something called
an alectilw brain. The driver feeds instructions into it Sower plant Li electric, and the
car is expected to do better than 90.

nedy's pledge not to intersene in the counter revolution
flesh

tains.

4

CRUSHED

•

OF
FATE DEAN RUSK and United NaUor.s Ambassador A.cilai Ste'enson backed President Ken-

in

The Capital Baptist, also show',
that there has been great irregu-/
Iarity in the length of the terms
served by House and Senate chap-

.WASUINGT9ki
-Iyou
are a frustrated gold hug seeking
to speculate against 'the dollar, byTI.
chaplain serving a fixed term of
:
atBaptist
there is a legitimate way to do it.
can, who made a survey of the perhaps two years.
Be warned, however, that US.
denominations represented by the
Treasury officials and most other
chaplains Who have opened conresponsible financial experts adgressional sessions with prayer.
vise against it.
, %%IMMO 111110111M000
Of 108 ministers who have held
A tittle known section in the
the office, Duncan found, 36, or
Treasury gold regulations permits thod
exaeims.
tlyone-third, have been MeflItIVE,itt THEATRE
Americans to own gold coins made
before April 5. 1933, and those
Open
600 lw apart
8:45
Tichaetri,
emahatisvtes.been 28 Presbytermade later - all foreign - which gr,
ian
chaplains,
19 Episcopalians.
are officially deemed to be rare.
Coin dealers have been adver- 14 Baptists, 4 Unitarians, 3 Contising this to people interested in

85.50.

A

Third Of Congress
Chaplains Have
Been Methodists

.Senate, Congress for more than a

By EDWARD COWAN.

SUFSCRIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murree. per week 20c, tar
-Meath 85e. fn Calloway and adjoining counties, per year, $8.54, elseWht-,re,
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ehaplain.
Dunaan's survey

published in

7
11111 1_1_Li_e_e_Ll

MURRAY

However. American speculators
can buy and import gold coins
minted before April 5, 1933, the
day the United States went off
the gold standard, The U.S. Mint
turned out no gold coins after
that date and only a few thousand- 1433 $10 gold eagles ever
went into circulation.

Starts SUNDAY!

According to the Treasury regulatIons, "goki coin made prior' to
April 3, 1933, Ls winsidered to be
uf recagnized special value to
wiliastors of rare and unusual
own" and may be bought and
held by Americans. Coin made by
other countries after that date is
not so presumed, and, censequently, mae not be held, actording to
Treasury regulations.

Ail eitteni/.•.

But the Treasury dues vent
In
an oceaeional exception for foreign coin made after that date.
"It Nould be orAy a_wery anal!"
Issue, such as a commemorative
use, and it would truly have to be
a collector:, item," explained Leland Howard, assistant director
of the Mint.
Final determination of what Is
a collector's item or a rare coin
AS left up to the coin curator of
the Smithsonian Institution,

-
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COLOR by DE LUXE

011Malidiawacw,11
.
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SAVE 50%
PAINTING COST
J-G CHEMIST FACTORY PAINT STORE
Announces its 3rd year of manufacturing and selling paints in
Calloway County. Where you the public Can buy direct from
the manufacturer and pocket the wholesale and retailers profits, 50/
0.
Reg. S6.50

per gal.

5

OUTSIDE WHITE HOUSE PAINT.

wily se3.2

Made from Acrylic. R . ins that give longer paint life and the white
pigment
Titanium Dioxide that stays white longer for many years.
Special breather
type action for homes with paint blistering problems.
Easy .to apply, quick
drying.

Pit-. . •
130 INURE DOM COLORS, RUE 4.50 -.only $3650
per gal.

Women. to please your every color taste tome to see the 1961
room colors to
cover plaster, wallboards, wallpaper, wood, etc. Thirty
minute drying, trashable, easy
to apply.

per gal

X-22 PAINT, HEE stiN
Exti a tough ennmel for cement floors
lern
Wood porch, machinery and

only'4.00
and

basements, with moisture Kohswimming pools and etc.

-ALSO
Paints for Fences, Earns, Cabins, Glossy
side Trim, Brushes and Roller Sets

urEN

MONDAY

Paints for

the Kitchen,
'Bathroom, Owt-

I HRUI.A..H Ektils s Y g to 5,
SATURDAYS TIL NOON

J •G CHEMIST'S
Industrial Road

Murray, Kentucky

Phone

•
PL 3-3228

_

•
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ously and learn how on one day
sixty children were assembeld for
Story Telling. This is a community
asset worth every penny invested
in such a program. This work is
for all ages and professional book
reviews will undoubtedly follow,
but first—time, money and effort
must be put into the prospectus.
The aid of the Girl Scouts in the
Story Telling Department is of
inestimable value. The potential
is unlimited, but to meet it, calls
for community support.

ciated Press.
from the north with the two colSo many Cubans were reported umns
trying to link up.
being swept into the Castro dragnet that the massive Sports PalReports, reaching Guantanamo
(Continued from Page 1)
ace auditorium and at .least one said that 200 civilian buses filled
(Continued from Page 1)
dustry, philosophy, religion, sports,
hotel were converteeKinto make- with militiamen left Havana Tuesagriculture, psychology, geography,
and had been allowed to continue shift jails. More than 1,000 were day afternoon for the fighting
essays, biography, political scienoperations even after Castro ap- said to have been arrested-100 of afront, but details of the battle
C.
essays, poetry, etc., etc.,
were lacking.
propriated most other U. S. pro- them Roman Catholic priests.
Aims inadequate for community
Rehelde Radio said five men
perty in Cuba. A family spokesA strange quiet had settled over
*eed. The members of the Library
man in Miami said he moved his had been condemned to face firBoard assured me their one dewife, a Cuban-born, naturalized ing squads for landing with an the civilian life of Havana. Bars
're is to build the efficiency by
American citizen two sons and two invasion force this week in Pinar in the once-gay city were open
ding to its quality and quantity
daughters to that Florida city last Del Rio 'Province and three other Tuesday night but no one was in
"We want people to know and
summer and stayed behind in Ha- persons had been ordered execut- them. Civilians feared to go into
The reaction leaving the library
the streets because militiamen
help us help this community culvana to rtni his business. She was ed for anti-Castro "activities."
is electrifying. Shakespeare says
ural center."
Reports on the fighting itself questioned them almost every
reported in seclusion after his exthere ought to be some adequate
were sporadic and mostly second other szeo they took.
Go to the Children's Room up- proportion between the intellectual ecution.
hand. There were no eye-wifness
airs and see the working sup- and the practical life. Certainly
Blackout Continues
At least 20 other Americans reports on the fighting.
ies they are using so advantage- Murray cannot or should not neg- were reported to have been arThe Castro regime continued to
lect training the citizens for in- rested in a mass political roundup.
A powerful anti-Castro trans- black
out commercial communidependent thought and action. We
mitter in the Caribbean said a
Include Newsmen
cations to such an extent that
educate the royal family in a monmilitia
unit
in
north-central Cuba even foreign
Among them were a number of
governments could
archy; we educate the ruling class newsmen including Henry Ray- was asking urgently for reinforcenot contact their personnel in
oligarchy;
in the
but we must edu- mont of Unied Press Internation- ments in the area of Sagua La
Cuba.
cate the whole population in a al and Robert Berrellez of Asso- Granda, in Las Villas Province.
democracy. Heine. I believe, said
Says Many Defect
The Swiss government in Bern
something like this —"The intelThe broadcast said the militia messaged its ambassador in Hathe shelves for a trifle in cost,
lectual dominion of the individual
battalion had reported heavy casu- vanan—who is handling U. S. inbut will be ol eternal worth in
has ceased_ but the intellectual
alties and indicated a great num- terests — to seek assurances that
value.
rule of the many has commenced."
"bar of defections to enemy-ranks. Americans- would -be- protected.- Reflect on the work of the liFOR THOSE
Paul said in I Timothy, 4:13 "Give
rarian in counseling and screenIf verified, this could indicate
Switzerland did not know whetattendance to reading." Lord BaWHO THINK
ing the books to be catalogued. that the Cubans who invaded the her its message got through but
con wrote: "Histories make men
THEY'VE SEEN
Children will read. The reading southern coast of Las Villas PrOV• it was learned through Guantawise; poets, witty; mathematics,
habit may lead to trashy, corrupt- ince just below Matanzas early namo that the Swiss and five othEVERYTHING!
subtle; natural science, deep; moing romances and sex magazines Monday had driven clear across er ambassadors had tried to get
ral philosophy, grave; logic and
unless direction is given and a the island. Either that or there information about Raymont but
rhetoric, able to debate." I have
taste for elevating literature de- may have been another invasion to no avail
preached that books are perpetual
veloped. The diet of the child
censors on. men and manners; they
needs care, whether it is food for
judge without partiality and rethe body or for the mind.
prove without fear or affection.
Not only this week, but every
Let us visit the library on North
week is a LIBRARY WEEK. We
Sixth Street and see that it is a
guide to youth and an entertain- can go feed unon the gentle tolerance of a voltaire. something of
ment for age. All of us may find
friends on the pages of books tell- the intuition of a Hazlitt, the syming of all places and all times, pathy of a Charles Lamb. someunder all conditions, covering all thing of the analytic power of
known subjects. We can accept or Spencer. and above all else, the
reject these friends as we see fit. profound veneration that distingWe are tested by our desire to uishes Ruskin and Caryle. Any
read and the caliber of the read- place people meet for the common good is holy ground. We
ing material chosen.
ought to go to the library to asWe may contribute money for sociate with the immortals and
new books subscribe for the best learn the best which has been said
magazines or order newspapers and done in the world.
I promised the members of the
that will aid and assist in mental
development. Here is the para- Library Board I would tell others.
dox. The books highest in char- what I told thern. I wish space
A PICTURE REST
acter are lowest in price. Volumes would be given so I could add
UNDERSTOOD IT ADULTS!
I of Homer, Virgil, Dante, Milton, more to this feeble effort but beBrowning, Tennyson. Lowell, Goe- lieve me. I sincerely contend all
ODIlf VERSili.:HERBERT1011
the, Schiller. Darwin, Charming. of us need the growth which can'
DMA DORS•EDDIE CONSTANTINE Hugo. Emerson, Scott, Dickens, come from this community asset.
Thaekeray, Hawthorne and hun- Community pride will not let the
dreds of others can be placed on devoted women work in vain. They
are offering all of us an opportunity to serve and be served in
new enlightenment and nurture.
Denham in "Of Prudence" wrote:
"Books should to one of these
SOS W. Main et.
Telephone P1. $—•021
four ends conduce
"YOUR HOM11-OWNED LOAN 00."
For wisdom, piety, delight or use."
One'hundred and sixty-eight miles per
Rev. Henry McKenzie
College Pres. Church

[Letter to the Editor
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Federal State Market
News Service

Kentucky News
Briefs

(Continued from Page 1)
ed terms in vehicle theft cases
MURRAY, Ky., April 18, 1981. Tuesday in U. S. District Court.
Murray Livestock Market report. The three were John Russell
Givens, 19; Ronald E. Kreis, 20;
Hogs: 198. Receipts mostly mix- and Karl John Thomas,
19.
grade butchers. Steady. 173:
No. 1, 2, and 3 barrow and gilts
ALBANY, Ky. IIIPL — Mrs. Dovie
180-230 lb. $17.25; 235 - 275 lb. York, 65, died late Tuesday in a
hospital of burns suffered at her
516.50; No. 2 and 3 sows 300-600
home several weeks ago. She was
lb. 814.75-15.75.
burned while building a fire.
Cattle: 233. Receipts mostly
LOUISVILLE Ky. 1111) — John
cows and stocker s. Generally
M. Robards, 38. of Louisville, died
steady. Utility cows $15.30-17.20; Tuesday of head injuries sufferCutter $13.60-16.30; Canner $11.90- ed earlier in the day on a con13.90; few Utility and Commercial struction job. Robards, an embulls $18.00-19.50; Medium and ploye of the Blqx-Knox Construction Co., slipped from a steel
Good 350 - 500 lb. stock steers beam on the Ralston-Purina
Co.,
$20.10-25.00; few Medium and project.
Good 300-500 lb. stock heifers
SHELBYVILLE Ky TIT — Ey.
819.25-23.25.
Calves: 123. Vealers strong to
mostly 50c higher. Good and
0-249 lb. vealers 4s_
27.00
32.50; few high - -Choice up to
$33.25; Good and Choice 240-275
lb. $26.00 - 30.75; Standard all
weights 823.00-27.50; Utility $18.25
-24 00.
Sheep: 30. Not enough receipts
to teit market.

erett Riggs. 71, fire chief here far
more than 20 years, died Tuesday
at a hospital. He had retired from
the Fire Department in 1957 after
serving 41 years.

FIVE DAY FORECAST
By United Press international
LOUISVILLE. Ky.-----The advanced forecasts for the five-day
period, Thursday through Monday,
prepared by the U. S. Weather
Bureau:
Temperatures for the period will
average near the Kentucky normal of 58 degrees.
Louisville- normal extremes 69
and 47 degrees.
Warmer through Saturday, cooler Sunday, warmer Monday.
Precipitation will total around
an inch in showers and scattered
thunderstorms Thursday night
through Saturday night and agitn
Monday.

COMPLETFAIODY SHOP
For All Makes of Oars
• PAINTING
• 1100Y WORK
• REPAIRS

DUBLIN AUTOS INC.
606 Maple St.

Plitza

I

BULLETIN:

Shell Research scientists reveal how they got

168.47 miles per gallon

MURRAY LOAN CO.

r,

4

gallon must be a world record.Like most

world records, it took enthusiasm and

• Uncle Sang
tips his hat to
the ladies...

)aints in
ct from
ers pro-

From the very start 20 years ago, the U.S. Savings Bond l'rogram has been lucky in having
the dedicated support of thousands of American
women.
Their wonderful cooperation has ranged from
the War Bond tours of Hollywood's brightest
stars to helping to operate the Savings Stamp
Program for the Nation's small fry.
The special talents of American women
Many a boy and girl wouldn't have a full Saving. Stamp book, but for Mont And many a
Bond would not be sold, but for the army of
women volunteers who put their strength behind the Savings Bond Program.
Why it's worth listentny to the ladies
Every U.S. Savings Bond you buy is guaranteed
to grow by Uncle Sam. Right now the interest
paid you is 33,4%,if Bonds are held to maturity.
Bonds are a riaklesa invetument

4

per gal.
32Llagir
• ei)

A Meesage from our
First Lady:
During this Twentieth
Anniversary Year at
the US. Savings Bond
Program we salute the
volunteer spirit of the
Women of America. By
buying bonds and encouraging others to do
so, we help build a
more secure future for
ourselves and fur our
country.

pigment

breather
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pa gal.
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.
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seta...a
Honorary Chairman,
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You save more than money with
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re' prob-

The two Shell scientists who hold this
record have told us how they managed

isig
'
kti;s tett41 c4,4 to:itstwo
isar
*u imnig
work

it. They have also added some tips on
how you can increase your car's mileage.
Not by using their own outlandish techniques. But by careful driving and today's Super Shell gasoline.
efiELL scientists thrive on

for their big part in the
Savings Bond Program

FORE

hard work.

competition.
Some years ago, an argument as
to who could get the most miles
out of a gallon of gasoline boiled
up into a challenge. And Shell's
Mileage Marathon was born.
Shell scientists have competed
'in this Marathon for several
years. Not as a publicity stunt.
But purely as a private contest.
They use their own cars, time
and money.
Not for everyday use
The best mileage recorded so far
is a resounding 168 miles per
gallon.
Many of the things contestants did to achieve this world
record are not recommended for
use on the public highway. But
they do throw some light on
what makes a little gasoline go
a long way.
Record-breaking car cost S35
Shell's record-brcaking car %Vali
a highly modified 1924 coupe
(sec cut). It was rescued from a
junkyard for $35.
The only requirements that
bad to be met to qualify for the
Contest were simple.
The car had to have four
rubber-tired wheels. It had to
weigh no less than 2000 pounds.
It had to have at least 100 en.
piston displacement. And it had
to use gasoline that anybody
could buy at a Shell service
station.
After that, no holds were
barred. The car that won used a
standard carburetor from an old
one-cylinder engine.

Such crazy pressures would, of
course, be quite unsafe under
normal road conditions-and
hideously uncomfortable, too.
But, under Shell% carefully
controlled Marathon safety
rules, the only ill effects were
an embarrassing bruise or two.
Pressure problems
for the champs
DaVC Berry and Fred Schuette,
VI'ho eventually set the existing

Deve49erry and Fred Schuette, in the rebuilt 1924 coupe which set thc

were taken with lubrication.
On the winning car - the
wheel bearings were lubricated
with light engine oil to reduce
drag. It worked.
When the front wheels were
jacked up and given an experimental push, they continued to
spin for half an hour!
Of course, no Shell serviceman would es er approve ol rut Fr
liberties being rake,' with your

record, had to.be satisfied with
something less spectacular in the
tire department.
Their coupe's beat-up tires
couldn't possibly take more than
50 pounds. But there was a helpful mileage dividend in the
old, wood-spoked wheels.
They took tires that were OWD Car's Ulf
nearly a yard in diameter. This
1 he champs'
moved the car forward an exutill-of.11 frir &is ift1P,
traordinary 9/
1
2 feet at every
,,,i
;„
Shill's''
revolution.
Muffled radiator
and no fan
Many competitors went as far

as to remove their engine's water
pump and generator to save engine load. But Berry and Schuette ignored this refinement.
However, they did muffle
theivradiator completely to save
heat.
As anybody knows, all cars go
better when properly warmed
up. But did you know that fast
warm-up is specially provided
for in today's Super Shell? It
contains a gasoline ingredient
called "Pentane Mix." This acts
in your engine much like kindling acts in a log fire.
NET RESULT: Your car delivers
top performance in a hurry.

'n 11 ' •ole
Fit. %Ay al,. •

If3C. '

'I he wit"-" ear was teetat,-d to 2.tt miles yr hoso,
which point the dtivrir rot his
engiiv: anti tainted in n,mtral.
ft-0y whr,n thr "speed'
dmppod beim,
. 5 wires jxr hour
was the engine restarted and the
cycle repeated..
All accelerativs was done in
high gear.I herc
choice.
All other gears were removed
prior to the contest.

Serious-or scientific fun?
You already know the result.
But, since "on-and-off" driving
is illegal on the public roadand since most marathon modifications are positively dangerTire presenres
ous for normal use-you may be
up to 110 pounds
wondering if Shell's Mileage
One push and wheels spin
Some contestants inflated their
Marathon has any point.
for 30 minutes
tires as high as I I() pounds per
Is it a serious test? Or is it
square inch to reduce road- Since the contest had nothing to merely a scientific picnic? The
wheel friction.
do with wear, many liberties answer is-a bit of both.

•

it

rildc•se record. Its orig-

inal frontal area was reduced by about 75 per cent to cut down wind resistance.
Knowledge passed on
Whc n Marathon Day rolls
around at Shell, there is certainly a picnic atmosphere at the
testing grounds.
But remember that the Marathon is only a climax to months
of scricnis work. Not everybody
sets a record. But every contestant learns a little more about the
care and feeding of automobiles.
Which, after all, is Shell's main
job.
Eventually, every bit of this
knowledge is passed on to you
in the form of better products.
Today's Super Shell is a shinexansple. Thanks to contin,,,,,is engine studies and mileage
sts, Super Shell now contains a
special mileage booster called
Platformate.
Among Platformate's components are benzene, toluene and
xylene. These three components
alone release II per cent more
energy per gallon than the finest
.I00-octane aviation gasoline.
The lesson is obvious. The
first thing you do to get extra
mileage is to put extra energy
into your fuel tank, by using today's Super Shell. Then, if you
want even more mileage, take
these tips.

3. Drive at moderate speeds.
Your car uses about 40 per cent

more gasoline at 60 mph than at
35 mph.
4. Keep an even speed. Ragged
driving uses fuel without using
the power it gem:rates.
5. Keep tires up to their proper
pressures. Soft tires soak up
power like a blotter soaks up ink.
6. Get your Shell man to make
these checks. Your carburetor

should be adjusted periodically.
Spark timing should be correct.
Fuel filters and air cleaner should
be clean. Brakes should be properly adjusted. And your thermostat must be in working order.
Use today's Super Shell and
follow these suggestions. You
may get as much as 30 extra
miles per tankful. We can't guarantee this saving. But, unless
you're a millionaire, it's vvorth
thinking about.

1. Don't race your engine when
stationary. Every revolution is
pure waste unless it is taking
you somewhere.
2. Avoid jack rahbbyit hsotiadritns.
They waste gasoline
g
automatic transmissions in low
gear too long.

A BULLETIN FROM
SHELL RESEARCH
—where 1.997 scientists
are working to make your
car go better and better.

•
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Mrs. Wayne Hardie
Attends Parents'
50th Anniversary

es0

it •ssii..,11

Social Calendar
the social hall from 9:30 to 11:00 I
a.m.
Girl Scout Troop No. 26 will
sponsor a Story Hour at the Calloway County Library for ages 8
and up from 3:30 to 4:30 p.m.
... • •
Saturday, April 22
The Alpna Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will Wow
a luncheon at 12 o'clock at the
club house. Mrs. Y. J. Beale will
oe in charge of the program,
-A,lusic To Remember." Hostesses
will be Mrs. B. F. ScherfLius, hlisses Retina Scatter, Marie &Willer
and Matue Tniusdale.
• • • • •
Tuesday, April 25
Ilurray Star __Chopter Ka_ .433,
Order of use Eastern Star will
'no-a its regular usisetula at the
Masonic Hall at 7:30 p.m.

Dr. Ralph Tesseneer was the
guest speaker at the meeting of
the Captain Wendell Oury chapter
of the Daughters of the American
Revolution held on Saturday afternoon at 2:30 at the home of
Mrs. W. P. Roberts, 600 Olive
Street. with Mrs. Charles Wilson
as co-hostess.
The speaker'. a u bj ec t was
"Mental Health-7"- Zr. fieseneer,
who is a member of the psychology department of Murray State
College, stressed values and behavior. He said our values are
largely formed in the home, and
the tragedies of life are largely
the inability to adjust to life. He
said to bounce back when struck
with the unusual or the unexpected and to make proper adjustment
as early as possible.
Mrs. Roberts, regent, opened the
meeting by reading Joshua 22:2228 followed by prayer by Dr. Tesseneer. Mrs. J. D. Peterson led the
salute to the American flag.
During the business session a
nominating committee w a s appointed composed of Mrs. P. A.
Hart, chairman, Mrs. Laurie Rickert, and Mrs. Wesley Waldrop.
Refreshments were served from
a beautifully appointed tea -table
in' the dining room. The house was
decorated with spring flowers.
Visitors were Mrs. Homer Pogue, Miss Beatrice Frye, and Dr.
Tesscneer.

Woodmen Circle
Holds Meeting
At Club House

Etherton Home Is
Scene Of Bessie
Tucker Meeting

The Bessie Tucker Circle, W.S.
C.S. of the First Methodist Church
met in the home of 3clas. Robert H.
The Home Department of the Etherton, Tuesday, April 11 at 9:30
Murray Woman's Club will meet a.m.
at the club house at 2:30 p.m.
Mrs. Etherton greeted the group
Mrs. Ray Kern will be in charge as they arrived and served cookies
of the program. Hostesses will be with coffee.
Mesdames Melus Linn, Luther
Mrs. Will Whitnell, chairman,
Romertson. 3. E. Littleton, L. M. presided over' the business session
Overhey. H. B. Bailey. and Guy prior to the program. Mrs. E. C. Tucker gave both the
devotional and the program f
'o- the morning. The devotional N
The Penny Homernakers Club
will mese:: at the home of Mrs. taken from the 12t$ Chapter of
John. The subject of the program
J. B. BurIccen at 10 a.m.
o as The Resurrection."
• • • • •
The .followitig members were
present: Mrs. H. G. Dunn, Mrs. N.
Friday. April 21st
The New Concord Homemakers B EI:s. Mrs. Olin Moore, Mrs.
Club v.:11 meet in the home of Ray litunday. Mrs. G. B. Scott,
Miss Mary Montgomery at one- Mrs. E. A. Tucker, Mrs. Will
Whitnell. Mrs. Perry Brandon
tnaoy o'clock.
Mci, J. B. Wilson. Mrs. John WinThe second session of the mis- ter, Mrs. Harrison Galloway and
s14 ,n study on -Basic Christian Be- :he nostess.
The next meeting will be in the
liefs" will be held by the WSCS
First Methodist Church at home of Mrs. Ray Monday.

The Supreme Woodmen Circle
held its regular meeting on April
13, Thursday evening, at 6:30 p.m.
at the Woman's Clubhouse with
Mrs. Jessie Cole presiding.
Mrs. Dawson Smith, Asheboro,
North Carolina, who is visiting
with her sister, Mrs. Goldia Curd,
attended the dinner as Mrs. Curd's
pest.
Plans were made for the KenivenTItiritci be-reld
fruelry Slife-COT—
June 1 and 2 in Owensboro. There
will be approximately 35 attending from Murray including the
delegates, team members, and the
state officers.
The Jessie Houston Service Club
will be held on April 27 at the
home of Miss Kathleen Patterson
with Mrs. Murl Robertson as cohostess.

OPERA GOER-Mrs. Jacqueline Kennedy presents this
striking appearance for the
opera in Washington. She
wears a pencil slim white
and black silk polka dot
sheath with black satin belt.
Her wrap is a short black
broadtail bolero jacket.
And the wears black ‘ehet
bows in her hair.

TIME To
SEE A
SHOW!
FIRST SPACEMAN—This is Me

VARSITY: "Room 43", feat. 91
mins., starts at 1:22, 3:18, 5:14,
7:10 and 906.
MURRRAY DRIVE-IN:'"The Sundowners," 2 hrs. 13 min., starts at
6:45 and 920.

official portrait of Yuri Gagann, the Soviet major who
became history's first spaceman when be was orbited
from Russia. (Bathophoto)

7
4161Ni- '

-

ROW DO YOU LET 001-Arrilla Jones denellIntrates how to
get • cougar by the tall at Silver Springs Fla., and the
cougar. Whids by name, Iota go with a conger-alas complaint.

172STIN alAiItti•

trc 7

DOUGLASS
HARDWARE

Mr. and Mrs. Howard Washam
of Wingo and Mrs. Era Slaughter
of Murray left Tuesday for Gainsvine. Florida for a visit with their
sister, Mrs. Eccles Rillington and
family.

Read today's Sports

-

APRW-16,- 4961 •

Bowling Group
Dr. Tesseneer Is
Names New Officers Speaker For DAR
The Murray Woman's Bowling Meeting Saturday

Mrs. Wayne Hardie has return- Association held a meeting recented home after attending the 50th ly to elect new officers for 61-62
wedding anniversary celebration season. Those elected were: Presiof her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Har- dent, Mary Alice Garner, Vice
ley Fuller, which was a family President, Katherine Lax, Secregathering in ON, home of Mr. and tary, Joy Johnson, and Sgt -atarms, Easie Caldwell. Out going
Mrs. John Joy of Kent. Ohio.
Miss Ida Stelter and Harley officers were: Freda Kuykendall
Fuller were married April I, 1911, president, Katie Linn vice presiin Berea, Ohio. They have since dent. Billie Cohoon secretary, and
resided at HIM M nrk s Road.' Annette Wilson sgt.-at-arms.
At that time trophies and prizes
Strongsville.
They have one son, Ralph Fuller were awarded for the City Assoof Perry. Ohio, and four daugh- ciation Tournament. First place
ters. Mrs. Percy Richards of Col- team was Tidwell's whose team
umbia Station, Ohio; Mrs. Wayne consisted of: Anna Hole, Dell
Hardie of Almo: Mrs. Elliott Can- Snow, Margaret Tidwell, Shirley
onge of Walters. Okla., and Mrs. Wade and Jo Watson. Singles aJohn Joy of Kent. Ohio. There are ward and all event award went to
Merrell Walker. Doubles award
13 grandchildren.
Mrs. Fuller has been making went to Katherine Lax and Caroher home with the Joys since last lyn LAV. Also at that time everyJuly when she suffered a heart one who had bowled a 200 game
was awarded a pin.
attack.
Dinner was served at noon from
a table centered o•ith an arrangement of yellow flowers. Mrs. Fuller cut an anniversary cake baked
and decorated by Mrs. Joy.
In the afternoon the Fullers had
the pleasure of hearing a recording of the Sunday service in their
home church, the BeeBee Town
Baptist Church, a n d voices of
some of their Strongsville friends.
• • s • •

1.

Wednesday. April 19
The .k N. Williams chapter of
the CDC will meet at the home of
Mrs. &Ina Carter at 7:30 p.m.
• • • • •
The first session of the mission
study on
asic Christian Beliefs"
by Frederia-C. Grant wil.Lhe held
by the WSCS et the First .Methodist Church at the social hall from
9:30 to 11:00 am.
• • S'S •
The Calloway County Country
Club Ladies Day Luncheon will
be served at 12. Mrs. Ben Grogan
is chairman of hostesses. Bridge
restrvatians should be made by
calmg Mesdames Hugo Wilson. J.
B. Wilson, Don Robinson. James
R...Lassiter. or Matt Sparkman.
• • vi • •
Girl Scout Troop No. 26 wRI
sponsor a Story Hour at the Calloway County Library for ages 6
and 7 from 3:30 to 4:30 p.m.
• • • • •
Thursday. April 20th
The- Music Department of the
Murray \Voman's Club in cooperati.n with the Fine Arts Departwill present the third and
final children's concert in the College Auditorium at 9:30 a.rn.
• $ • • S.
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RISOTTO ALLA MILANESE

BOTH for

.n

.1

iSwinGS.,74
1 T-
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$398

awed, ciArk'
"

RS sTO

opener °"---

Enamel and cadmium
finish—Mario*
Wier for ea4r.cparstion

I

More slice
with less sgueeZ0

29

Reg. $2.39
$1

•

VA LAM

CORNING ',1A/ARE

32 se

OLIt PaiCE

$248

11C-

SHOP and SAV

Alf YOU

OPT

AEOUAINTIED

1

)

OFFER

Qt. SAUCEPAN
with rover Ody $288

SALTIMBOCIA ALLA ROMANA

011/9r expires
111Aey 13, 1961

(Veal Cutlets Roman Style)

CARLIN IMBOTTITE LON PARMIGIANO

50 FT.-ONE HALF INCH
• BEN HUR • j

Artichokes with Parisan Chec,,.)

T

GARDEN HOSE'

[ASEGNA

Lightweight flexible yet conotructed for long Me service
•I YEAR.SUMRANTEUE

Meal. !tali, and Spaghetti).

RhVIOLA

$3 50 VALUE/FOR

$

61

GASOLINE CAN
SNAP- ON
Rig.

BREATHER CAP and SPOUT

$129

79

GALLON CAN

880
wirrv EVIAME1

SPONGE MOP 'foe

BRUSH
"SCRUBBER-UPPER"
•

Use brush for stubborn spots
• Use sponge for mopping-up

LAWN RAKE

Advortieed on "JACK PAAR' SHOW

Flexible action for heavy
A litter-yet Is gentle to
your lawn
k

$3.98 QUALITY
SPECIAL!!

Rog $3 92

VALUE
• SPECIAL •
with c0990.*

(Green Salad with Italian Dresking)

Thursday Evening

nichols
ALL1191i19UPA

vAlue

Venetian Style)

COLLEGIATE RESTAURANT

grass stop

No. 22

SOGLIOLE ALLA VENELIANA

2.00 per person, all you can eat!

•

gallon

SCUFF 'N WAX
REMOVER
980
* Introductory Offer *

As5

E
GRASS
SHEARS

(Rice cooked Milan style)

GAHM BREAD
DESERT AND COFFEE

•••

$

RUG SHAMPOO $398

*24g

(Melon wrapped in Ham)

(..'nified

le;

44
BASKETBALL
BissEll BARGAIN!
Ehrw-Wri;
Regularly
Priced at
$775

Tough one-piece CABLECORD COVER

ANTIPATO DI PROSCIUTTO E MELON[

ir Het 4 .1

111

•

A Delightfully Different Menu
"Famous Food s From Italy"

III

AtG.
S395

IrAtuE

111111111111.

•

'CLEAN C 299
TRAM"

.p

OUR PRICE

0010 METALLVC

DESIGNED

"Polyethylene '

110,

34 EPIART

WASTEBASKET

CASTIAS

ip roe QUALITY
UTILITY

•ett•K •Turiouoisv • YELLOW •RED
•PEARL GREY s

EASY
WHEEL I10,1

Req. Price $2.95

CART

"WE HOPE YOU WILL JOIN US"

T ARGETwue
B A SKF.

.OUR PRICF

Pt:. V? 9$
VALUE

I
cooky$888

•

(

r
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NEW THREE BEDROOM BRICK
noose on South 13tn street extended by owner. Living room
panelled in mahogany. Utility
loom. Phone PE 3-$433.
If

IIKAIS CLOTHING
Graham-Jack-x.)1i

HELP WAN1 ED.
)- 1Kt"
:12:
2±
4
I

PL 3-3234 PRACTICALLY

NEW

ULTRA
modern w ell insulated electric
OFFICE SUPPLIES
Ledger & Tunes .... PL 3-1916
ncated two bedroom home with
landscaped lot. City water,
Ledger & Tunes
PL 3-1916 acre
attachea garage, front drive. ExTOOL RENTAL
tra den and large utility room.
Very reasonebly priced. Call after
rey's
OIL DISTRIBUTORS
PL 3-5617
5:0e pea. any day. John hi. StevMowers and Roto Tillers
Ky. Lake 011 Co. .... PL 3-1323 ens, Hazel, Kenteeky. Telephone
492-26a1.
al9p
Jobbers Shell Oil Products

•

DRUG STORES
tt Drugs
PL 3-2s47

E.?C:TRA NICE DUPLEX Apartment with private bath, electric
heat, newly decorated. Call PL 3;009.
alge

•

EXPERIENCED SERVICE Station
man wanted. Write Box 32-G,
Murray, giving experience a n d
qualifications.
al9c

UPSTAIRS MODERN 2 Bedroom
apartmeut with stove ged rlarig
erator. Available May 1st. See
Ronald W. Churchill ex. phone PL1
3;4411 or PL 3-2736.
a20c

W ANTED

UPSTAIRS 2 ROOM Apartment
with etove and refrigerator. Available immediately. See Ronald
W. Churchill or phone PL 3-2411
or PL 3-2736.
a21c

The Sun Democrat has opening
May lst on evening motor route
Starting from Murray and coy
ering Southwest section of Cal
loway County. For information
write to R. D. Brown, District
Circulation Manager, Sun Dem•

DOUBLE REGISTERED POLLED
oull, three years old. Fresh Jersey 4 ROOM APARTMENT Including
cow, heifer calf. Heavy milker. a good size kitchen, electric heat.
PLaze 3-4581.
al9c See at 12th and Olive or phone Dr.
F. E. Crawford, PL 3-1503.
FURNITURE STORES
ltc
30i-ACRE
4 ROOM house
PRINTING
running
and
cold
organ's Furn. Mart PL 3-2403
water.
with hot
Ledger & Timee
PL 3-1916 Good out buildings. 11 miles nurthwest vf Almo, on the Wadesboro
.
GROCERY &TOFU
hoad. See or call Johnny Glover, MONUMENTS--MURRAY Marble
phone FL 3-3530.
a22o
woos Food Market PL 3-4632
RESTAURANTS
and Granite Works, builders of
19a9 VOLKSWAGON. Contact H. fine memorials for over half cenFree Delivery Service
ioutlis4le Restaurant PL 1-4892 Page, 192 N. 15th, Apt. 7.
al9p tury. Porter White, Manager. Dial
PL 3-2512.
junel5e
SERVICE STATIONS
NICE FOUR BEDROOM FIC;1111E,
HARDWARE IiITOREp
brick veneer, two baths, large liv- WHEN
LAWN NEEDS
Deglass Hdw., cor. 4th & Main WaLston-Young Tex. PL 3-2810 ing room, kitchen a n d dining mowing YOUR
call PL 3-5379.
a21c
room, large utility on thirty acres
and
only about
Whiteway ServicrSta. PL 3-9121 of good level land
Starks Hdw.
PL 3-1227
.1a0S & FOUND
two miles from Murray. A bargain
if sold at once.
TYPEWRITER RENTAL GOOD THRFeF BEDROOM frame
LOST: KEYS ON ROUND KING.
INSURANCE
home on three acres, about one Slepder key has number 38. ReAND SERVICE
Frazee, Melugin & Bolton
mile from city limits, 'bath, fire turn to Ben Franklin Store. ReGveirInsurance
PL 3-1916 place, garage and chicken house. ward.
PL 3-3415 Ledger & Times
slap
Sall down payment and assume
loan,
$52.00
month.
only
per
TV SALES fk,pERVNE 42
JEWELRY
ACEIJOS OF OPEN LAND about
Aches Jewelry .... PL 3-2835 Bell's TV & Ref. Ser. . PL 3-5151 3 mile from city limits, only S500.
GALLOWAY Insurance and Real PUBLIC SALE, Saturday, API .•
Estate Agency, phone- FL 3-5442. at 10 am. All household and ke
a21c chen furniture and antiques. Farillmnsy Jewelry Next to Varsity LAMB READY TO WAR
mall tractor and equipment. 1960
Littleton.,
PL 3-6623
WHEEL CHAIR LIKE NEW, used Chevrolet Corvair with low milonly 2 months. Call Hazel 492- age, and many other items. Sale
Magness
3781. Mrs. Fannie Owen.
a2lp will be held at Orlando
F81111, located <xi route 3, Benton,
Ky., on Kirksey Road 44 mile
south of highway 80, 4 miles north
of Kirkeey. If rain out, sale will
be held the following Saturday.
DENTAL ASSISTANT. Send three
Auctioneer Willard L. Knott.
references and list qualifications to
al4,18,19,20c
dox 32-F, Ieurray, Kentucky.
a2le
MANY VARIETIES
Now YOU KNOW
- only YOUR VOTE FOR ME FOR Magistrate of Murray District. Bran-

PAINT STORES
Tidwell Paw Store Pt 3-3080

ciente, Paducah, Kentucky. aige

OPPixtulaitie/
j
__
isilk.WPAIEMEMT CAREER
.•\ pole:ants now :acing interviewed for training program
.eading to management pvei'ions in progressive consumer
-redit company. Earn an at' receive salary while learning,
eastanding employee benefits,
,eus rapid promotion, and a
,ecure future await you. If you
are between 21 and 30, have
two years of college, and are
willing to work hard to build
a career with a leading company, come in and talk to Mr.
San-I:nem, or write to Friendly
Finance, inc.,304 So. 4th St.,,
a21c,
Murray.

rAam.

ALJMION

Read The Ledger's Classifieds

r--

WANTED

allas,61i4miums
25

•

dun Dill.

CROSSWORD PUZZLE A'11-er
ACROSS

',Recent
1- an's name
tin A state
(.v)
Ii. Vents/bet

fl-sense
24.0utlit
26-Swordsman's

A

itaaVe.nY-

29-14tevik•
31- Spe. k
33-Roak op
34-A state
tabbr
35-Negative
37-Hit iighily
39-Exist
40-11'Orld War
II AUCt ncy
(Init
42-Mea uni or
weight
44 -tits In Italy
46-A pproach
48-Hole
$ta.Nobleman
51- Woial. ri pin
53.1.1qutit
measure
55-Charted
53-Center
61 -Devoured
43.Flower
64- \ltietrb,w
Si-Parent
(rolloq.)
ft-Sow,
67-Conjunction
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LAOTIAN TROOP&SRIEFED-Local militiamen of the Meo moun-

tain tribe gather in the village of Nam Sap, Laos, for a brielleg
by a Royal Laotian °Ricer. The soldiers are typical of the
natives engaged in battling rebels le the tdoultelln end juna4e
areas where Communist battalions are increasing their gains.
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1 -short sleep
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CM HUH .1 ALwAY5 TAKE
OUT A WOK DOZING
“NATZINAL
ARV WEEK"

may23c

by Ernie BuahmIllor

EXECUTOR'S
SALE

MY AUNT FRITZ! IS
PAINTING HER
BEDROOM TODAY)

DID SHE
CHOOSE A
RESTFUL
COLOR?

•(.4

TOO

RESTFUL

ZZZ

&al

44.1sm.
a
_u
r-74rem
fe:
..

VARE
4.

I will offer for sale to the highest bidder for cash at I 0
a.m. on April 22, 1%1, at the homeplace of Mrs. i%nna
Enoch Jones, Lynn Grove, Ky., the following items:

PAN
$288

LIVING ROOM FURNITURE
•

by Al CNN)
(-rOLL)ENUFF.R.7-- AN'
5AR774'LY #1&AEJ.VEMJF
W/A- TNETMESSOW/D/g/L US-SLY CURLY"-AIR, AN'
THEM EENORMOUS
BLUE4-YES/7-L.)

spicrNESS 17.,S,T,B9

I'

et Sete

BEDROOM FURNITURE

& PJ

LIL" ABNER

r72,77-airsALL17LL1,Vr*
rwiss Adr,cossrif
tc1C-K.r."-AAO/VE
EN1 PASSES 77-/'

tiFfrIt

L.

- as ...ea aiwaet
,„„
cat...1441W Or.od Mown 14,..ikeme.
T

t.

HEY!!-- WANT-A GIT
MARRIED?

ELECTRIC REFRIGERATOR
ELECTRIC STOVE

•

ANTIQUE FURNITURE (several pieces)
DISHES, UTENSILS, Other

Household Items

4-ROOM HOUSE and 3-1 3 ACRES OF LAND
AT LYNN GROVE

ABBIE AN' SLATS

by Raeburn Van Buren

Eivme VDL,17-SELVE.
.11'S

TO HOME, FOLKe,
NOT MUCH, BUT IT USUALIN OETS
WHERE IT'S 60ING

Vile, NOT
YOU GOT

ANY
PREJUDICES
AGAINST RIDING
WITH AN HONEST

5'

JUNKMAN

.0fiORK.11ART, EALLUIM

OF THE ESTATE OF

TY
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article
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to Yestcrdty's

6-Note of Peale
7-Vast ag•
8-Br,nit
suddenly
8-Part at leg
1
re-rapuc3f
monkey
11-1;irr• name
16-Claw
I3-Soft food
1O- Turf
22-One who
commits
*Iony
23-Wipe out
15-4•)htsibed
27.- Pertaining
to a lobe
28-Squander
43- VotAin'
3. I .ecity
4:.
11
,
Seto tint, cap
4: Corded cloth
49- Shy
16-1'Littermost
Part
12-obtains
33-Heaped
64 - Gratuities
41 Weak, ned
LL-Insaile

The biggest known underground
bhamber In the world is the Big
Services Offered 's 1 Room of the Carlsbad Caverns,
New Mexico. It is 4.1300 feet long,
FOR YOUR YARD MOWING call 300 feet high and up to 625 feet
PL 3.5737
al9p wide
--

SHIRLEY FLORIST
500 N.

STAMP OF APPROVAL-This new Soviet stamp commemorates mans first space flight by Yuri Gagarin. Inscription
across the top reads "Soviet Ilan In Cosmos." The dute,
April 12, 1081, is on the rocket
(Radiophoto)
.
_

4-0 rl s
nickname
15-Light shade
17-Ssnall towel
19-Rabbits
2I-Crony
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Alston Discovers Los Angeles Has Plenty Of
Long Ball Pols er To Go With Dodger Hustle
six hits and six runs in two in- to lead the world champions' 12By FRED DOWN
nings and went on to collect 10 hit attack. Stuart, Dkk Groa
t
Manager Walt'ffston is discov- hits including a three-run homer Roberto Clemente and Bill Vivian
ering that his Los Angeles Dodg- by Gordon Coleman. Wally Post each had two hits for the Pirates
ers have plenty_ of muscle to go had three hits and Eddie Kasko. and Ron Santo had two for the
Coleman and Gene Freese two Cubs.
with their hustle.
.
Lack of long ball strength was each in Cincinnati's attack,
Left-handers Jim Kaat and Bill
the weakness that Alston feared
Pleis pitched a three-hitter and
Stuart Paces Bugs
would bit the Dodgers' No. 1 orobJim Lemon hit his first homer if
tern this season but the evidence
Vinegar Bend Mizell, aided by the campaign for the Twins who
of the first week of the National Elroy Face's two innings of shut- now lead the American Leaguo by
Leagu9 campaign is that lois Ang- out relief, picked up his first win one game. Kaat had a one-hitter
eles has surprising ponch to ..?) of the season for the Pirates. Dick until the eighth when he faltered
with its speed and pitching. In Stuart tripled home a 2-2 tie- and Pleis went in to hold the Red
eight games they've hit a total of breaking run in the fifth inning Sox hitless over the last 1 7-3 in11 homers and they've been dis- and singled home the run that nings. Lenny Green went 4-for-4
tributed liberally throughout the snapped a 3-3 tie in the seventh for the Twins.
'•
The Dodgers won a
homers Tuesday night wb,downed the St. Laois rardt•
5-4. anti enabled the Cincior
—Reelso-44-4akev--ssiorat-first-oalace_vi.a
their 9-1 shellacking of the San
Francisco Giants. The Pit'..htirrr.
Pirate: beat the Chicago C•''
5-3. and 'he Minnesota Twins by United Press International
red the Boston Red Sox. 3-tt.
their fifth win in six games jri
y,,r.t
; Kansas City at Bal.. night, ppd.,
only other major league action.
NATIONAL LEAGUE
' cold
H't Throe Homers
W
P • IT IT
Today's Games
Frank Howard smashed a •wo.
.•
Minnesota at Boston
'• loin !I smer and Johnny Roechoro San
Francisco .... 4 3 .571
and walh. Main also home r"tt„,
1 Los Angeles at New York
4 3 .571
Louis
I Detroit at Cleveland
accunt
for four of the ald:TY e 5*.
o
.571
4
3
Kansas City at Baltimore, night
fhte runs The blows offset some4 4 .500 1 Washington at Chicago
Angeles
Angeles pitth'ns
wHat shaky
400
13
Chicago
2 3 .
Thursday's Games
in addition: two homers'by St
2 4 .333 2 Los Angeles at New York
1 Philadelphia
yer.
Louis' Ken
1 3 .250 2 Detroit at Cleveland
Milwaukee
Roger Craig received credit f sr
Tuesday's Results
Washington at Chicago
victory
o
Dodgers'
fourth
the
' P:•txburgh 5 Chicago 3
Only games scheduled.
was
fillalthough
he
games
eight
Mi`oraukee at Phila.. night. ppd.,
roskies
Towed •o the moond by
rain
•
Lbws 4. night
„
,3•44--y.
---iltirer---ielert-oeinel-Row-Pergan
rotr
Perranoski took over•in the eighth C_incinnati 9 San Fran. 1, night
M1111TaV
lrinnat and Drotecte' the onc-ron
Todavts Games
marTir. thr000t iie last two r'ocinnati at San Francisco
frames.
Milwaukee a: Philadelphia.
Stops
The Reds went into first Wore (Th:ratao at Pittsburgh. night
behind a six-hit Ditching pert ir-• St Loui at Lois Angeles. night
.ThuredaY's Games
Marshall
manre b.' Bob purkey. who raised
his lifetime advantage over •:r,e. MOwaiikee at Phila . night
estriago
night
'sloorgh.
P
0
ninTrz
12-3 Parkey. winring
h'c second gam s of the you^ gi g• Louis s• Los •k neeles. night
The Murray High School Tigers
C ncinnati at San Francisco
solson. struck toot four and w
successfully turned back the charcr1,m.lv 'three. Hi.5 bid for a ishu•ges of the North Marshall baseAMERICAN LEAGUE
out was ruined in the seven. h
ball squad yesterday to take an
T
• n
mmmc,‘,:hen Willie Mays hit.h.s • ,
8-4 win at Holland Field.
5 1 .833
oo- in4 Iner of the Year.
North scored a lone run in the
1 1 .750 1
Billy
Lee'
roilied
7-1-te Reds
T1 •
2 1 687 II first inning but Murray bounced
2 1 667 13 back with seven runs in the bot2 2 500 2 tom of the first. The Tigers coast1 2 333 21 ed along to victory on their early
1 2 333 21 lead and picked up added insurODUCTac
C.
1 2 331 23 ance with a run in the sixth.
.ft- WEAR
The Jets put across three in the
1 3 250 3
1 4 200 33 fourth for their final'-tally.
• •:rn,re
100 300 0-4 4 6
North
Tuesday", Results
700 001 x-8 9 3
Murray
tinesota 3 Boston 2
Murray meets Paducah away
oVo•I at Chi ppd wet grounds
Tits Aril at New York nod., rain this afternoon and then returns
for two straight home games.
Dior to. at rev. ppd.. cold
4-Loes-L--4ans- will- ha yeettosnother
chance to see the Tigers perform
RANA* Down 1.wVers Thursday afternoon at 345 when
they are host to Murray College
High
Friday night at 6:30 Murray will
"- -STATES "GALVANNEALED"
swath tgarshail downed calk.- meet Mayfield here and Saturday
COPPER-ISEARING FENCE
wly County 11-7 in Oa baseball night the Murray High track team
•,
tenet ; detsit Fri 'ay at the Marshall ('nun- will participate in the relays at
to-r • aio
Murray State College.
Gal- H' School.
th,tt
•'; Ls.: a t^.ca Prig
war,V
Murray will have a tough game
The *alters not-h.t the Rebels
r,Lrt rt: V-. ,e Provilarg
co at
O to 6 but comnotted three more this afternoon with.the Blue Torgreat', is • 3-.01 to iv3.t, Qui:41400.
South collet-to-I timely nado who won the state champtoo.
' Ts as
IMO Can
•-inu•s for the wir Calloway notch- ionship last year
ed 3 run in the rnening frame
only •o have the Peheis boonse
‘‘- 17k
el six rans in their half
7 the first.
'1'-''1'-' Leiters scored again with
.; -tic's. run in the seeoni. and
jta.r in the forth Soitth p eked
hoitom of the
•t" foot runs n
MID-STATES BARBED WIRE
f •irth for a 10-4 else 3rd added
blade ot -Galvv‘neated- C,
- nrith r in tho boitom of the fifth
Bs
7 he Lokers then came thtouch
lag steel sire for longer, more satisfactory service. Barbs are srettpointed
iittl• fit r tallies in the sikth for
sad uniforMly space on evenly tivestimil
the f ^il snoring
Ikt.irrav State and viletine Mid.eables.
Cothran was the winning plteher
in-: led. South hittia,:,. with a do'i- 1,e Tennet=x0e split a doubleheader
MID-STATES
Danny Roberta hers yesterday after t h e Blue
STEEL PRODUCTS FOR Tot FARM SOLO IT hie snd a
starrol for the Lakeri. with two noisier. hod chalked uo a 6-5 win
in the opening game. The Racers
home runs.
RI4 I tomr the second contest 3-2.
1 1 0 1 04 0 — 7 9 2 Murray nicked ma Its first run
214 Mat,'
PL 31543
• rt
7 7 g 2 in the second, added three more
In the third and came hark for
anothor in the sixth in what anneared In be a_ wrap win for the
P•1••••opc
exnlrirled with a five
run rally in the seventh inning
and snared the winning run in the
ninth.
The second game *vent almost
the opposite as the. Blue Raiders
went on ton 1-0 in the,gourth and
took the leorl again 42-1 in the
tisth after Murray scored in the
hottorn of the fifth. The Racers
tied th0 count 2-2 4n the seventh
and got the winning run in the
'a't of the ninth.
Middle .... 000 000 501-8 11 '3
..has arrived to captivate
Murray
013 001 000-5 6 2
1

•

Major League
Standings
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BELK - SETTLE COMPANY
DURING OUR ANNUAL

l'01111'ER'S-- 13117S

Hiah
North
8-4

SALE STARTS APRIL 20
ENDS SATURDAY APR. 29th

ES

kt!
StteP'14 /
P‘k4 411,1
.

tr•l°4A'

s
slot
Du

On Diamond Friday
-

Doubleheader
Split By
MSC-Middle

BEALE HARDWARE

MILLE
goRNEs
, e:&y

Anutzt9Neljnottlt, CCrudGomf4
all Amerkans - families,
6;ldce Players and Children.

Middle
M•irrav

Please yourself and
delight put friends with
this new sensation in
cards.

ALIO
QUAIIIIIIESI 'TOP V

HURRY! WED
WIDE, WONDERFUL CHO!CE!
MISSES' JAMAICA SHORTS
Cotton tapestry stripes, cable weaves,
lustrous sheen gabardines! 10-18.

• r-

•

1-3 KIDDIES' 2-PIECE
NO-IRON PAJAMAS
BUSY-8 brand! That means true-to-size
cut. Snap fasteners! Wash- cottons.

SIZES 1-4 BOYS', GIRLS'
SEERSUCKER PLAY SHORTS
Easy-on oil-around elastic waistbands.
Red, green, gray or turquoise. No-iron.

Usually 1.00

Seam -free plain or mesh. Spring's key
colors! Be smart — stock up now! Save!

BE SMART, GET A DOZEN
1ST QUALITY WASHCLOTHS

Boat, sweetheart or V necks; cool sleeveless styles. White, novelty knits. No-iron!

Stripes, borders, solid pastels! firm hems
Hundreds of thick, thirsty loopsl

CHOICE: BUBBLE BATH,
DUSTING POWDER & PUFF

50 CLOTHES PINS PLUS
GLIDE-ALONG BAG

Bubbles galore in either hard or soft
water. Fragrant powder incl. fuzzy puff.

plus fed. tax

DORABLE ALL PURPOSE
KITCHEN PLASTICS
4-pc. mixing bowl sets, basins, pails, baskets! Gay kitchen colors! Come early!

Usually 59c

SEAMLESS NYLON HOSE
BOX OF 3 PRS.-1.73

3-6X GIRLS' COTTON
KNIT PLAY SHIRTS

•
Sea&
Usually ioc

Snag-resittant! 7-coil hardwood pint.
Work -saving muslin bag stays open.

I

LONG-WEAR CORN BROOM
GET EXTRA FOR GARAGE!
each
Usually 88c each

Flexible for easy, thorough sweeping. Reinf. with 4-row stitches. Smooth handle.

Usually 1.00

000 101 000--2 4 3
000 010 101-3 6 1

./00
SEEN

naie& Stubblefield
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eite
1 14 South 5th Street

SETTLE
Murray, Kentucky

